1. Introduction {#sec0005}
===============

A crucial question for the field of developmental cognitive neuroscience is how the developing brain adapts to the statistics or the structure of its environment. We know that young infants have an incredible learning capacity where brief exposures to statistical information (which reflect the structures or patterns in their environment) result in behavioral changes (audition: [@bib0115]; vision: [@bib0075]). It is believed that these behavioral changes reflect an incremental developmental process. However, little is known about how this process occurs neurally and understanding the neural underpinnings of this process will help uncover how experience with statistical information shapes development. The main view of how statistical information shapes the developing brain is as a bottom-up, weighting process. Specifically, this view proposes that increases in weight are given to the internal representations that have been experienced more frequently. In this way, new sensory input that matches frequently encountered input is more easily processed, and sensory input that doesn't match these frequent experiences triggers a novelty preference. Importantly, this mechanism would always lead to greater responses to highly variable stimuli than to less variable stimuli because each of the latter is more frequent. Drawing from a related domain, this is the proposed mechanism used to explain how face perception is shaped in the context of the other-race effect. In this well-known developmental phenomenon, the types of faces that an infant has experience with are better processed and remembered than faces that they don't have experience with (e.g., [@bib0065]). Parallel examples to the other-race effect are found in language comprehension (e.g. speech perception, [@bib0145]) and crossmodal processing (e.g. recognizing audiovisual monkey calls, [@bib0085]). In these examples, it is the case that experience is posited to bias perceptual processing through a bottom-up mechanism.

However, in the field of adult cognitive neuroscience, there has been recent interest in how the brain can adjust to experience using top-down or feedback connections. In the theory of predictive coding, for example, perceptual cortices combine feedforward sensory signals and top-down or feedback signals which convey the current expectations or predictions about the upcoming sensory input, and it is the match or mismatch of these responses that drives the cortical activity that we observe in neuroimaging experiments ([@bib0005]; [@bib0040]). Specifically, the better the prediction or expectation matches the sensory input, the less cortical activity will be observed in sensory input. The larger the mismatch between expectation and sensory input, the larger the cortical response. In this way, the brain is able to adapt to the structure or statistics in the environment in a top-down fashion through the feedback of expectations.

This difference between bottom-up and top-down mechanisms of learning could have large consequences for both what is learned from experience as well as how quickly and readily infants can adapt to their environment. Bottom-up mechanisms can be thought of like a magnet that is following the structure of the environment by changing the weighting of an infant's internal representations. Top-down mechanisms also result in changes in processing based on the environment but don't require changing the internal representations themselves. Instead, these internal representations are weighted to anticipate changes based on the infant's current understanding of what is likely in the environment. Moreover, top-down processes are likely

faster to adapt if the environment changes, as these changes do not require rebuilding internal structures of the system. Thus, under many circumstances, top-down systems are faster and more flexible in how they use experience to change their responses in a complex world.

Despite the importance of dissociating top-down vs. bottom-up mechanisms early in development, there is little work establishing whether young infants are capable of employing top-down strategies to learn about the environment. While there is good empirical support that the adult brain uses predictions to modulate perceptual cortices (e.g., [@bib0130]), determining whether this capacity is available early in life is an essential precondition for prediction or top-down modulation to play a role in development. Moreover, there are a number of reasons to think that the ability to use top-down or feedback connections to modulate perceptual cortices may be later developing. For example, in order for a brain to engage in top-down processing, it must have established connections between disparate brain regions so predictions or feedback information can be communicated to lower-level regions. We know that infants are born with poorly connected brains with an abundance of local, short-range connections and a paucity of long-range connections ([@bib0125]). This capacity develops over the first several years of life, but given that it is difficult for the infant brain to send information between disparate brain regions, this suggests that the capacity to use predictions to modulate neural responses might be absent or at least strongly reduced early in development. Despite these apparent neuroanatomical limitations on predictive processing in the infant brain, there has been some recent evidence that infants can engage in top-down sensory prediction ([@bib0035]; [@bib0080]). Moreover, recent work has made a link between infants at-risk for poor developmental outcomes or developmental delays and deficits in top-down prediction ([@bib0020]). However, these initial pieces of evidence all rely on very similar paradigms (cross-modal associative cueing paradigms with responses measured during violations of the audiovisual association) and have always focused on visual prediction. By contrast, predictive processing has been established across sensory modalities in adults and in a number of different disparate paradigms. Thus, while there is some initial suggestion that top-down prediction may be available early in life, the evidence is quite limited.

In this paper, we aim to extend this initial evidence of top-down, sensory prediction in infants. Specifically, we extend previous findings to a different sensory modality (audition) and investigate whether top-down prediction affects a well-known neural phenomenon: Repetition suppression (RS). This expansion of previous findings to new modalities and phenomena is important to determine whether prediction or top-down mechanisms affect the developing brain more generally or whether prediction substantially modulates neural responses that only occur in specific contexts.

There is both a bottom-up and a top-down or predictive theory of repetition suppression (RS). RS is a phenomenon where the repetition of a stimulus results in a decreased neural response ([@bib0050]). The dominant theories as to why RS occurs involve purely bottom-up mechanisms (e.g., tuning, sharpening, fatigue, [@bib0045]). All of these models can be characterized as bottom-up because the differential pattern of neural responses to variable vs. repeated stimuli occurs through the tuning or weighting of these internal representations directly by sensory input. For example, the repetition of faces will produce an attenuated response to face stimuli because the neurons corresponding to faces become fatigued or the distribution of their responses becomes sharpened or tuned to the specific face stimuli being presented. Thus, these are purely bottom-up models of how and why RS occurs. By contrast, predictive models propose a top-down account of how RS occurs ([@bib0135]). These models simply posit that when a stimulus is correctly predicted (i.e., matches top-down signals), there is less neural activity in response to that stimulus (e.g., [@bib0040]). In the context of RS, repeated stimuli are expected, and this results in an attenuation of neural response to repeated stimuli over variable stimuli. Thus, predictive models of the cortex predict the presence of RS to depend on task-context as it is top-down signals relating to the prediction of upcoming stimuli that drive these changes in the magnitude of response to a given stimulus.

These top-down vs. bottom-up models of RS make different predictions about whether RS can be manipulated through task contexts (e.g., if participants are in a context where one is more or less likely to experience a repetition of a stimulus). All bottom-up models propose that the probability of seeing a repeated stimulus should not affect how much a given repetition affects the pattern of RS (i.e., a situation where repetition is rare will elicit the same degree of RS as a context where repetition is frequent). Moreover, you cannot have bottom-up tuning for variability because perceptual systems do not have representations or receptive fields for the abstract concepts of repetition and variability of stimuli. However, a top-down or predictive coding model can account for these effects: if repetitions shift from being common to being rare, then RS will be attenuated because participants are no longer predicting repeated stimuli (i.e., participants predict variable stimuli). In other words, since the expectation of stimulus repetition is the mechanism behind RS, according to a top-down model, reducing this expectation will affect RS.

Support for this top-down, predictive account of RS has already been found in adults. [@bib0135] established the sensitivity of RS to task-context. Specifically, they found that adult RS was altered across blocks where repetition of stimuli is most likely vs. when variability (or non-repetition) is most likely. In blocks when repetition was likely, a canonical RS response was observed, but in blocks when variability was likely, they observed a reduction or absence of RS. This absence of RS was driven by both an increase in response to the repeated stimuli and a decrease in response to the variable stimuli. [@bib0135] offer potential explanations for this observed reduction in RS (rather than a reversal to a repetition enhancement, RE, effect) including the fact that in the real world, in general, immediate repetitions of any given context are highly likely and thus expected even within artificially created contexts where variability occurs more frequently.

Here, we investigate whether the infants brain is also sensitive to the likelihood of repetition and whether the relative neural responses to repetition and variability are affected by the probability of variability or repetition. Building from our previous work investigating auditory and visual RS in young infants ([@bib0025]), we extend the [@bib0135] paradigm to the auditory domain. Specifically, we investigate neural responses in two groups of infants across two conditions: One group received equal experience with repetition and variability (**Control condition,** 50% variable, 50% uniform, previously reported in [@bib0025]); The other group received stimuli that were biased towards variability (**Variable Expectation condition,** 75% variable, 25% uniform, see [Fig. 1](#fig0005){ref-type="fig"} for schematic of block types and these two conditions; note that the difference in probability between the conditions is quite subtle: for variability, 75% of the blocks are variable in the Variable Expectation condition but 50% of the blocks are variable in the Control condition).Fig. 1Schematic of Block Types (Uniform or Variable, left panel) and Conditions (Control and Variable Expectation, right panel).Fig. 1

This between-group comparison will allow us to investigate whether top-down, predictive models of RS also apply to the infant brain. As summarized above, predictive models posit that when a stimulus is correctly predicted, there is less neural activity in response to that stimulus (e.g., [@bib0040]). If infants are able to use prediction to bias their neural responses, we expect that infants who received experience biased towards variability will exhibit either a reduction in RS or a flip from the canonical RS response to a repetition enhancement (RE). In other words, when variability is most likely, we hypothesize that neural responses to variability will be attenuated. These are the same predictions as [@bib0135], although [@bib0135] find only a reduction in RS and not an RE effect (as summarized above). Following from [@bib0025] where auditory RS was most strongly found in the frontal lobe and weakly present in the temporal lobe, we hypothesize that changes in RS according to expectation of variability will be most prominent in the frontal lobe but may also be present in the temporal lobe.

2. Methods {#sec0010}
==========

2.1. Participants {#sec0015}
-----------------

Participants were recruited from the same pool into one of two experimental groups: Control and Variable Auditory expectation. Data from the Control group was previously reported in [@bib0025] to establish the baseline for auditory RS for these stimuli and age group using fNIRS. We then compare this baseline finding to one where the expectation of variability is biased in a new (i.e., not previously reported) set of data. We have included the methods and analyses from the Control dataset for this comparison but see [@bib0025] for additional information (e.g., baselines for visual RS). We focused this research on 6-month-old infants as an example age within early infancy and one in the midst of perceptual narrowing and other important phases of perceptual development. This is the age of focus for a number of our studies and concentrating on this age allows for a cleaner comparison across studies (e.g., [@bib0035]).

### 2.1.1. Control {#sec0020}

Twenty-nine (29) participants were included in the analysis of Experiment 1, ages 5--7 months (M = 5.76, SD = 0.52, Min = 5.2, Max = 7.0 months; 12 female). Of the included infants, 75.9% heard only English at home. Of the seven remaining participants, one experienced another language 5% of the time, one 10% of the time, two 25% of the time, two 60% of the time, and one 100% of the time. Included participants were identified as Caucasian (75.9%), Black (10.3%), and mixed race (3.4%, White and Pacific Islander), with two additional participants unreported (6.9%). Twenty-five of the included infants were identified as non-Hispanic, three as Hispanic, and the remaining one was unreported. Infants who were tested could be excluded from analyses for two reasons: failure to sit through at least three blocks in both conditions (repeated and variable) or missing signal from too many channels in regions of interest. Two infants were excluded for failure to sit through the required number of trials.

### 2.1.2. Variable expectation {#sec0025}

An additional eighteen (18) participants were recruited from the same subject pool as the Control group and using the same inclusion parameters: ages 5--7 months (M = 6.37, SD = 0.31, Min = 5.72, Max = 6.9); 8 male and 10 female. Of the included infants, 88.9% heard English exclusively at home. The two remaining participants heard another language at home 10% of the time. Included participants were identified as Caucasian (72.2%), Black (11.1%), mixed race (11.1%; one Black and White, one Black, White, and other), and other (5.6%). Seventeen included participants were identified as non-hispanic, with one infant not reported. As in the Control condition, infants who were tested could be excluded from analyses for two reasons: failure to sit through at least three blocks in the uniform condition and/or at least nine blocks in the variable condition or missing signal from too many channels in regions of interest. Four infants were excluded for failure to sit through the minimum number of blocks and two were excluded for too many channels missing data.

2.2. Stimuli, experimental design and procedure {#sec0030}
-----------------------------------------------

All auditory stimuli were bisyllabic English words selected based on their appearance in infant-directed speech in the CHILDES database ([@bib0105]). All words were spoken in infant-directed speech by a female, native English speaker with a local, Rochester accent. All stimuli were between 700--800 ms with a variable ISI applied so that all stimulus onset asynchronies (SOAs) are 1 s. Note, we selected familiar words to be engaging to infants compared to other auditory stimuli ([@bib0110]) and not because we have specific hypotheses about infants' early language comprehension.

### 2.2.1. Control {#sec0035}

This condition employed a fifty percent (50%) probability of uniform or variable blocks. These two types of blocks were created using a set of 8 stimuli (i.e., the spoken words *apple, baby, bottle, blanket, cookie, diaper, doggie, story*). The Uniform blocks selected 1 of the words (without replacement, different word for each block) and presented it 8 times. The Variable blocks presented all 8 words in shuffled order. These auditory stimuli were presented along with a dim video of fireworks to maintain infant visual attention. Two additional visual blocks were included in the experimental design (again 50% uniform, faces presented in the same manner as the auditory words) but were not included in this analysis (see [@bib0025] for analyses of visual blocks). The combination of this video and the other visual blocks resulted in good compliance in this task.

### 2.2.2. Variable expectation {#sec0040}

This condition was designed to enhance the expectation of variable stimulus presentation to see whether relative responses to uniform vs. variable blocks would change. To this end, we modified the procedure from [@bib0025]. Most notably, we increased the total number of words to 32. These words were: *apple, baby, birdie, blanket, bottle, bouncy, bunny, cookie, diaper, doggie, finger, fishy, funny, fussy, kitty, little, mirror, piggy, pretty, purple, rabbit, rattle, sleepy, story, sugar, talking, tickle, towel, turtle, yellow, yummy*. For each infant, the words were randomly divided into 4 sets of 8.

Each group of 8 words was assigned to either 1 of 3 Variable blocks or 1 Uniform block. As in the Control condition, the Variable blocks presented all 8 words in shuffled order and the Uniform blocks presented 1 word 8 times, with a new word presented for each subsequent Uniform block.

Piloting with a separate group of infants revealed that presenting the baseline video of the dim fireworks (as used in the Control condition) was not sufficient to visually engage infants in the Variable Expectation condition. Since all blocks in the Variable Expectation condition presented similar types of stimuli (English words in different orders), infants became distracted by their environment (e.g., their parent, the curtains) and did not attend to the stimuli. To solve this problem, each block was accompanied with the presentation of a smiling face. These faces were presented for 1 s coincident with the onset of each word (i.e., 8 presentations of the same face throughout the block). The same face was presented for the entire block whether or not the words were uniform or variable. Thus, the visual stimuli were not manipulated across blocks and therefore should not influence neural responses or the infants' task across block types. Moreover, each face was uniquely presented in each block (32 faces) so no cross-modal expectation could be acquired between a particular face (or type of face) and variable vs. uniform blocks. Faces were drawn from different genders and ethnicities in the NimStim database ([@bib0140]).

### 2.2.3. Presentation procedures {#sec0045}

In the Control condition, the Uniform and Variable blocks (1 of each) were presented in random order to a maximum of 8 times. The same procedure was followed in the Variable Expectation condition with a few changes. First, since the number of Variable blocks was increased to 3 in this condition, each with their own set of 8 words, we can consider there to be 4 blocks (Uniform: 1; Variable: 3). These four blocks were presented in random order to a maximum of 8 times. The exception to this is the first 4 blocks in which the 3 Variable blocks were always presented first followed by the Uniform block. This was done to initiate an expectation for variable stimuli before the presentation of the first Uniform block.

In both conditions, in between blocks, a baseline video of the dim fireworks was presented along with soft music (length was pre-determined and randomly selected to be between 4 and 9 s based on a uniform distribution). Under ideal circumstances, the baseline would contain neither auditory nor visual stimuli. However, it is not possible to maintain infants' attention in the absence of any stimulation, so the low-salience fireworks and music displays served as a minimally salient inter-block baseline. The experiment was conducted in a darkened room. During the experiment, the infant sat on a caretaker's lap surrounded by a black curtain to reduce visual distraction and separate the infant from the experimenter. Participants watched the video display until they stopped looking consistently or all experimental blocks were viewed.

2.3. fNIRS recordings, preprocessing and analyses {#sec0050}
-------------------------------------------------

FNIRS recordings were collected using a Hitachi ETG-4000. Twenty-four channels were used in the NIRS cap, with 12 over the back of the head to record bilaterally from the occipital lobe, and 12 over the left lateral surface of the head to record from the left temporal and frontal lobes. The channels were organized in two 3 × 3 arrays, and the cap was placed so that, for the lateral array, the central optode on the most ventral row was centered over the left ear and, for the rear array, the central optode on the most ventral row was centered between the ears and over the inion. This cap position was chosen based on which fNIRS channels were most likely to record from temporal and occipital cortex in infants. Due to curvature of the infant head, a number of channels did not provide consistently good optical contact across infants (the most dorsal channels for each pad). We did not consider the recordings from these channels in subsequent analyses and only considered a subset of the channels (7 for the lateral pad over the ear and 5 for the pad at the rear array). Caretakers were instructed to refrain from influencing their infants, only providing comfort if needed and to keep their infant from either grabbing at the cap or rubbing their head against the caregiver ([Fig. 2](#fig0010){ref-type="fig"}, right for cap placement).Fig. 2Left: Location of 2 anatomically-defined regions of interest (ROI) for fNIRS analyses: Frontal and temporal ROIs. Right: position of the cap on one illustrative infant participant.Fig. 2

In order to provide clear, quantifiable anatomical localizations for our fNIRS recordings, we followed the methods reported in [@bib0100] to co-register the fNIRS recordings for the infants with MR-templates. As this procedure has been done for this particular cap configuration for hundreds of infants at this age (reported in [@bib0035], [@bib0025],[@bib0030], [Fig. 2](#fig0010){ref-type="fig"} left), we employed these robust, average localizations to select channels within our predetermined regions of interest (ROI). These ROIs correspond to our previous paper on RS ([@bib0025]) and are the temporal, frontal and occipital lobes. For a full description of these methods see [@bib0025].

### 2.3.1. Preprocessing and analyses {#sec0055}

The raw data were exported from the Hitachi ETG-4000 to MATLAB (version R2015a for Mac) for subsequent analyses with HomER 2 (Hemodynamic Evoked Response NIRS data analysis GUI, version 1.5) using the default preprocessing pipeline of the NIRS data. First, the raw (intensity) data were converted to optical density. Next, a PCA filter was applied as a first pass to remove motion artifacts. The data were then low-pass filtered with a cutoff frequency of 3 Hz to remove noise and the modified Beer-Lambert law was used to determine the oxy- and deoxy-hemoglobin concentrations for each channel (DOT.data.dc output variable was used for all subsequent analyses). A more detailed description can be found in the HomER 2 Users Guide ([@bib0055]). Timing information (marks for block type and time received by the ETG-4000 relative to the fNIRS recordings) was also extracted from the ETG-4000 data using custom scripts run in MATLAB R2015a.

Subsequent analyses were conducted in MATLAB (R2015a) with custom analysis scripts. The first step consisted of removing any additional motion artifacts. A custom motion detection algorithm was written following [@bib0095]. [@bib0035] includes a detailed description of this algorithm. Next, the continuous data were segmented and sorted into individual block types based on the timing of marks. Because the experiment was ended when the infant became inattentive or fussy, we excluded trials at the end of the experiment that were not presented past the mean duration of the baseline (duration of stimulus presentation + 6.5 s). At this point in the analyses, infants were included or excluded based on their looking compliance.

The number of complete trials was determined for each block type and if the infant met the inclusion criteria of watching a minimum of 3 blocks of both types (see Participants for the number of infants excluded for not watching a sufficient amount of time for each experimental condition), their data were included in the final sample. Infants in the Variable Expectation condition looked on average for 15.94 Variable blocks (SD = 4.40, range = 10--24) and 5.44 Uniform blocks (SD = 1.50, range = 3--8, 2/18 infants had 3 uniform blocks in this condition). Infants included in the control condition saw an average of 5.34 Variable blocks (SD = 1.14, range = 3--7) and 5.28 Uniform blocks (SD = 1.19, range = 3--7, 3/29 infants had only 3 blocks of any block type in this condition). Note that the frequency of Variable blocks is much higher in the Variable Expectation condition but was equal across the Uniform blocks and thus, these numbers indicate that infants looked for a similar amount of time across the two conditions (5.44 vs. 5.28 Uniform Blocks, Variable Expectation vs. Control, respectively).

Then, for each infant, the average concentration of oxygenated and deoxygenated hemoglobin per channel was determined for each condition. Infants were excluded at this point if they were missing data from multiple critical channels ("bad" channels were identified using the output of the otparserex.m script and HomER 2). Specifically, if infants were missing data from \>2 temporal channels, \>1 occipital channels, or any frontal channels, they were excluded from analysis. Importantly, the decision to include or exclude infants was made before group averages were determined and was not revisited in order to minimize experimenter bias. Then, the average and variance of responses for oxygenated and deoxygenated hemoglobin were determined within each ROI for each infant. A single analysis time window, 6--14.5 seconds after stimulus onset and defined a priori, was used for all block types in both experimental conditions. Six seconds post block-onset was selected as it is the time delay at which we start to consistently detect the onset of response to the current block while still being past the decline period of the previous block. This time window is consistent with previous work using similar paradigms ([@bib0025]).

For direct contrasts (e.g., comparing Variable block activation across the two experimental conditions), we ran both standard hypothesis tests (e.g., ANOVA, t-tests) and non-parametric permutation tests. For examinations of effects over time, we employed linear mixed effect modeling as reported in [@bib0070].

3. Results {#sec0060}
==========

We hypothesized that the classic repetition suppression (RS) effect would be observed in the Control condition where Variable and Uniform blocks are presented at equal frequency (i.e., greater activation for Variable vs. Repeated blocks) and that when variable blocks are more frequent in the Variable Expectation condition, the RS effect would be attenuated. To this end, we compared responses to different block types (either Uniform or Variable) both within and between experimental conditions (Control and Variable Expectation) in both the frontal and the temporal ROIs. Responses in the occipital ROI, which are not believed to be involved in the current auditory experiment, are not reported.

As reported in [@bib0025] for the Control (50--50) condition, auditory RS effects were found most strongly in the frontal ROI. While numerically there was greater activation for Variable compared to Uniform blocks in this Control condition, the difference between the two block types was not significant (see [Fig. 3](#fig0015){ref-type="fig"}). In the Variable Expectation (75--25) condition, there also was no evidence of RS in the frontal ROI (see [Fig. 3](#fig0015){ref-type="fig"}). However, at issue is whether the RS effect in the Variable Expectation condition was less than (or even reversed compared to) the Control condition. Comparing across experimental conditions, there was a significant difference in response during Variable blocks between the two experiments (*t*(44.94) = 1.98, *p* = 0.05405; marginal for permutation test, *p* = 0.08446). This is consistent with our hypothesis that increased expectation for variable stimuli would result in decreases in the neural response to Variable blocks. We do not find corresponding changes in the Uniform blocks suggesting that increasing variable expectation did not increase the novelty of uniform blocks (see [Fig. 3](#fig0015){ref-type="fig"}). Further, in a permutation-based 2-factor, mixed ANOVA there was a significant main effect of experiment TypeIIISS(1, 45) = 75.34, *p* = 0.03708; n.s. in parametric ANOVA). Overall, these results indicate that, while we may not have had enough power to observe trends in individual experimental conditions, we do see an effect of expectation that manifests in differences in frontal lobe response to variable stimulus presentation between conditions. See Supplementary Materials for an analysis equating the number of variable blocks included across the conditions ([Fig. 7](#fig0035){ref-type="fig"}).Fig. 3Mean response in frontal channels to different block types, uniform and variable, during both experimental conditions.Fig. 3

Consistent with [@bib0025], we find no strong effects in the temporal ROI ([Fig. 4](#fig0020){ref-type="fig"}). Specifically, we find no significant differences across block types within experimental conditions. In other words, neural response to Variable blocks was statistically indistinguishable from response to Uniform blocks in both the Control and Variable Expectation experiments. Additionally, both block types had statistically indistinguishable responses between each experiment. There were also no main effects or interactions as measured by a 2-factor mixed ANOVA (parametric or non-parametric).Fig. 4Mean response in temporal channels to different block types, uniform and variable, during both experimental conditions.Fig. 4

3.1. Dynamic responses to stimuli within individual blocks {#sec0065}
----------------------------------------------------------

To further investigate possible differences between block types, we examined within-block effects. Since it takes at least two stimulus presentations to determine whether a Uniform or Variable block is being presented, it follows that response levels would change after subsequent stimuli within a block either repeat or continue to vary. For instance, in the Variable Expectation condition, when subjects hear the first stimulus of a block they have no way of determining whether it is part of a Variable or a Uniform block. However, if this first stimulus is not repeated, their response might be attenuated given that variability is expected in this condition. Thus, we expect differences between experimental conditions and block types to increase later in the block compared to earlier in the block when block identity is clear and an infant's expectations are able to modulate the responses to the sensory input. To explore this hypothesis, we divided the neural response from each block into two equal parts (first vs. second half). We chose this division to be as neutral as possible and to have equal amounts of data in each bin to maintain the best signal to noise ratio (e.g., comparing a very small bin very early in the block to a much longer bin later in the block conflates how much data is included in the comparison with where the data is being drawn from within a block). We also made this decision to divide the data in half once and did not revisit the decision to consider other divisions to avoid the problem of multiple comparisons. This exploratory analysis is motivated by the implications and overall conclusions from our main effects.

In each ROI (frontal, temporal), we determined the difference in response (if any) between the first and second halves of each block. These calculations were performed on each block type in each experimental condition (e.g. comparing response to the first half of variable blocks to the second half of variable blocks, all within the control condition). In addition, we assessed differences between block types and experimental condition within each half of the block (e.g., comparing Variable blocks across experimental conditions in the first half and then the second half of the block). We also performed 3-way, parametric ANOVAs to compare all portions of both trial types in both experimental conditions.

In the frontal ROI ([Fig. 5](#fig0025){ref-type="fig"}), there were no significant differences in the Uniform blocks between first vs. second half or experimental condition. In contrast, we found that the neural response that we observe overall emerges during the second half of Variable blocks: The frontal response during the second half of variable blocks in the Control condition was significantly higher than in the Variable Expectation condition (*t*(44.99) = 2.17, *p* = 0.03529; permutation test *p* = 0.05397). Additionally, a 3-factor ANOVA shows a marginally significant interaction between experimental condition and portion of block in the frontal neural response (*F*(1, 176) = 3.57, *p* = 0.0604; permutation based TypeIIISS(1, 176) = 129.4, *p* = 0.07705). This result is further confirmation of the above results showing that patterns of activation in the frontal lobe are stronger in the second half vs. the first half of the blocks suggesting that these differences emerge as infants are able to confirm the block identity and compare their expectations to their sensory input.Fig. 5Mean responses in frontal channels divided by portion of block. Here, each individual block's neural signal is divided into two equal halves before further analysis is performed.Fig. 5

In the temporal ROI ([Fig. 6](#fig0030){ref-type="fig"}), we found no significant differences. However, we found that the temporal response in the second half of Variable blocks is marginally reduced in the Variable Expectation experiment as compared to the Control experiment (*t*(44.68) = 1.73, *p* = 0.08998; n.s. in permutation test). This pattern is consistent with our hypothesis that response to Variable blocks should be lower in the Variable Expectation condition but that these effects, when present, emerge later in the block. We also find a marginally significant difference between the neural response in the first and second halves of Uniform blocks in the Control experiment (*t*(28) = 1.73, *p* = 0.09485; n.s. in permutation test). This finding suggests that the temporal response to Uniform blocks in the Control experiment increases through the course of the block. A similar pattern is observed in the frontal lobe but it didn't reach even marginal significance and likely arises from the normal increases in activation across a block.Fig. 6Mean responses in temporal channels divided by portion of block. Here, each individual block's neural signal is divided into two equal halves before further analysis is performed.Fig. 6Fig. 7Linear fits to frontal activation during variable blocks over the course of both experiments. Colored lines show mean responses to each block with shaded regions showing standard error of the mean. Black lines show output of mixed effects models fitting all babies' responses to individual variable blocks in each experimental condition.Fig. 7

3.2. Increases in expectation modulate neural response over the course of the experiment {#sec0070}
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

In addition to the hypothesized dynamics within a single block (e.g., first vs. second half of a stimulus block) that we explored above, we also hypothesized that neural activation to blocks, in their entirety, would change over the course of the experiment. This analysis allows us to explore the possibility that there are not only overall differences in activation to Variable blocks dependent on variable expectation, but that these overall differences emerge as infants develop stronger expectations about their sensory input (i.e. over the course of the testing session). This hypothesis is best illustrated in the Variable Expectation condition. In this condition, 75% of all blocks that an infant experiences are Variable blocks (compared to 50% in the control condition). By design, as the experiment progresses infants become more familiar with this 75--25 distribution and, we postulate, learn to expect these Variable blocks, with this expectation modulating their neural responses. On the other hand, we do not expect to find this attenuation of Variable responses in the Control condition. Instead, infants should continue to show a strong response to the Variable blocks and possibly increased responses consistent with classic RS findings. Following from this, we expect that infants will show the opposite pattern over Variable blocks in the Control condition.

In order to examine the patterns of activation over the course of the experiment, we employed a technique developed by [@bib0070]. We first calculated the average magnitude of the hemodynamic response for each infant during every block. We then used linear mixed effects models to elucidate the response to individual blocks over the course of the experiment. In this model, we include fixed effects of block number (i.e., where over the course of the experiment a given block occurred) and experimental condition (i.e., Control or Variable Expectation) as well as their interaction and a random effect of participant.

Following our findings that neural response in the Frontal ROI is modulated by expectation for variable stimuli and that this effect is specific to the Variable blocks, we examined responses to the Variable blocks in the Control and Variable Expectation conditions over the course of the experiment ([Fig. 7](#fig0035){ref-type="fig"}). This analysis reveals that responses to the Variable blocks decrease in the Variable Expectation condition, *t*(5.92) = −2.60, *p* = 0.041, and remain static in the Control condition, *t*(26.7) = 0.17, *p* = 0.87. Moreover, we see a significant interaction between experimental condition and block number, *t*(348.6) = 2.45, *p* = 0.0147, in the frontal ROI response to Variable blocks. We find no such interaction in the Uniform blocks, *t*(232.2) = −1.15, *p* = 0.25. This finding is consistent with our hypothesis that these differences in response across experimental conditions emerge over the course of the experiment.

We additionally explored neural responses in the temporal ROI. Here, we see no significant main effects or interactions in neural response to the variable blocks ([Fig. 8](#fig0040){ref-type="fig"}). This is consistent with the overall analyses that revealed no significant differences in temporal neural response to Variable blocks between experimental conditions. Finally, we explored response in both the frontal and temporal ROIs to uniform blocks and found no significant main effects or interactions in either region. This, too, is consistent with our previous results showing no significant differences in neural response to uniform blocks between conditions in any ROI.Fig. 8Linear fits to temporal activation during variable blocks over the course of both experiments. Colored lines show mean responses across babies to each block with shaded regions showing standard error of the mean. Black lines show output of mixed effects models fitting all babies' responses to individual variable blocks in each experimental condition.Fig. 8

4. Discussion {#sec0075}
=============

In early development, the infant brain becomes increasingly attuned to the structure of their environment. Here, we investigated whether this developmental process could occur, at least in part, by the infant brain using experience to form predictions about upcoming sensory input. To this end, we asked whether the expectation that stimuli will be variable (i.e., not repeat) will affect responses to subsequently presented variable vs. repeated stimuli. Typically, the brain exhibits larger responses to variable stimuli compared to repeated stimuli (i.e., repetition suppression or RS). However, results in adults has confirmed that regions which exhibit RS modulate responses to variability and repetition when the probability of variability in increased. Here, we find that if an infant experiences an increase in the probability of variable stimuli (from 50% variable to 75% variable), their neural responses shift and they exhibit reductions in their neural response to variability. In other words, when sensory input fulfills expectations, the infant brain exhibits an attenuated response. These findings provide evidence that prediction can modulate responses to sensory input starting very early in life.

Moreover, we conducted exploratory analyses of these effects as they unfolded over time both within a block of stimuli and over the entire experiment, uncovering additional, convergent evidence that the emergence of predictions and the comparison of predictions and sensory input are likely driving these changes in response in the frontal lobe. First, if prediction is modulating neural responses to input, this effect cannot occur starting at the beginning of the block. Specifically, whether a given block is Uniform or Variable is not disambiguated until the second stimulus of the block and predictions can either continue to be met (i.e., variable stimuli continue to be played as expected) or continue to be violated (i.e., stimuli continue to repeat) throughout the block. For these reasons, we hypothesized that any effect of prediction or expectation should be strongest in the second half of each block compared to the first half. Indeed, we found the strongest differences between experiments in the second half with reductions in the response to the Variable Expectation condition compared to the Control condition in the second half of the block. It should be noted this within-block analysis isn't well suited to hemodynamic based methods of neuroimaging like fNIRS (also fMRI) and thus should be interpreted with caution. In particular, future work is needed to validate these within-block analyses to determine whether they reflect condition differences rather than other physiological factors. These findings provide further evidence that it is a predictive process that has resulted in the reduction of neural response to variable stimuli in the Variable Expectation condition.

While we found that the interplay between expectation and sensory input is modulated with emergence of information within a block, it is also very likely to emerge throughout the experiment. Specifically, the expectation for variable stimuli is learned by infants during the experimental session across blocks. If increases in variable expectation result in decreases in neural response to variable stimuli, we hypothesized that there should be decreases in the variable responses throughout the testing session in this group that would not be observed in the Control group. Linear mixed effects modeling confirmed these hypotheses and uncovered a significant interaction between block number (i.e., time in the experiment) and experimental condition (or context) for responses to the variable stimuli. Specifically, we find that responses to the variable block in the variable 75--25 context decrease, while the responses to the variable blocks in the control 50--50 context increase.

Thus, together, we find three convergent pieces of evidence that 6-month-old infants are able to take their experiences and form predictions to tune their neural responses (see previous paragraphs for summaries of these findings). This study expands on previous findings showing top-down, prediction effects in the visual system ([@bib0035]). The present findings demonstrate that expectation can affect processing in response to auditory input as well. Interestingly, we find the effects of auditory expectation in the frontal lobe and not the temporal lobe. Finding these results in the frontal lobe, as opposed to the temporal lobe where auditory input is also processed, is consistent with previous work showing that modulation of neural responses to repetition and variability occurs most strongly in the frontal lobe as opposed to the temporal lobe and preferentially for auditory stimuli ([@bib0025]). While recent work has reported visual RS in the occipital lobe in young infants ([@bib0015]), RS to visual stimuli is not present in the frontal lobe. It is unclear why the frontal lobe is most responsive to auditory repetition and variability at this age. Likely, this differential frontal lobe involvement is related to the early developing connectivity between the temporal and frontal lobes. Studies employing both anatomical ([@bib0010]) and functional connectivity data ([@bib0120]) reveal that the frontal and temporal lobes exhibit increases in connectivity in the first months of life and exhibit more connectivity than the frontal and occipital lobes. Indeed, [@bib0120] report significant decreases in fronto-occipital connectivity from birth to 6 months of life. It is possible that this early connectivity allows the temporal lobe to utilize the computational resources of the frontal lobe to respond to new patterns in the environment and to modulate neural responses in relation to an infant's expectations.

Given this overall pattern of results across modalities and brain regions, we offer the following tentative hypothesis. RS occurs locally in brain regions that are involved in the primary processing of sensory input. As connections with other brain regions beyond these primary sensory areas increase during development, top-down effects are able to modulate the local sensory-based RS. This hypothesis accounts for the presence of visual RS in occipital cortex ([@bib0025]) and the top-down prediction effect from temporal to occipital cortex ([@bib0035]). Similarly, this hypothesis accounts for the presence of auditory RS in the temporal cortex ([@bib0020]) and the top-down prediction effect observed in frontal cortex in the present findings. The absence of frontal cortex in visual RS may emerge later in development as long-range connections mature between frontal and occipital cortex. What seems clear is that frontal cortex cannot show RS effects unless there is connectivity with the sensory regions that process stimuli in a given modality.

We also find that changes across context are restricted to the Variable blocks in the Variable Expectation condition. Specifically, there are reductions in responses to Variable stimuli but not increases in responses to the now surprising Uniform stimuli. In previous findings with adults, effects of prediction or expectation appear to be driven by both a decrease in responses to variable stimuli and increases in response to uniform stimuli. These two directions of changes likely arise from both reductions of responses to expected stimuli and shifts of what types of stimuli are surprising. It appears as though infants do not exhibit either a shift in what is surprising or increases in activity due to the reduced likelihood of repetition in the variable context. Examining these possible differences between infants and adults is an important avenue of future work.

It is important to consider the relative subtly of the task manipulation. In the Control condition, infants have a 50% probability of a variable or uniform block. In the Variable Expectation condition, infants have a 75% probability of a variable block. This difference in probability of 75% vs 50% is not a large statistical difference, particularly if you consider statistical learning experiments where differences in probability are between 100% and 33% or 0% (e.g., [@bib0115]; [@bib0075]). Manipulations of probability in future work could be more extreme (e.g., comparing 25% to 75% probability of variability) and might produce stronger results and potentially a modulation of temporal cortices in addition to frontal cortices.

While convergent analyses suggest that infants are able to modulate their neural responses to the overall probability of variable input (75% vs. 50% probability), it is not clear what the infant brain is learning or representing in the current paradigm. In particular, stimuli are highly variable across blocks so infants cannot learn that a particular word will be presented in the uniform blocks or that a particular sequence of stimuli are presented in the variable blocks. Thus, a higher-order or more abstract representation must be operating to produce this result. While the current study is not designed to investigate the nature of this higher-order representation of the stimuli, here we explore some interesting possibilities. Recent work has argued that 14-month-old infants (older than the current sample of 6 month olds) have a concept of "sameness" that can be abstracted and applied to many different stimuli and that they are able to employ this abstract representation in the context of a memory task (delayed matching to sample or non-matching to sample; [@bib0060]). While not the goal of the current study, one possibility is that infants, as young as 6 months, possess a concept of "variability" in line with [@bib0060]. It is not clear how a concept of variability would result in the current pattern of neural findings however. Specifically, the linking hypothesis between a representation and a neural response is that when there is a strong match between the input and the representation, there is a stronger hemodynamic response. Here, we find that with more variability there are weaker hemodynamic responses. Another possibility is that the infant frontal lobe is able to track higher-order statistical properties such as volatility or change in the environment and when they are in an environment with a high degree of change, neural responses are shaped accordingly. The concept of volatility or higher-order change is represented in a higher-order elaboration of the Rescorla-Wagner model of reinforcement learning, a type of learning which relies on prediction and prediction error ([@bib0090]). Thus, it is not clear what the frontal lobe is responding to in the current manipulation and whether the current work is evidence that infants have a concept of variability that they are able to employ to change their upcoming responses or whether they are able to track higher-order statistics about the environment that would determine the rate of change or stability and modulate neural responses accordingly. Future work comparing biased probabilities towards uniformity/repetition vs. variability/change could bear on this question.

In addition, future work could shed light on whether this ability to form predictions based on the proportion of variability is related to an infant's emerging language abilities. The current study employed spoken words and selected words that are typically spoken to infants. Other possible stimuli include non-melodic tones or novel sounds. Spoken words were chosen to maximize infant engagement in the task as well as their ability to track changes in the input with little memory demand. We hypothesize that the same general effects would be found if non-familiar words were presented or non-language stimuli (provided they were sufficiently discriminable and interesting to infants). However, this is an important point for future investigation. Based on this assumption of the generality of the effect as well as the very early age of the infants, we recruited infants regardless of their exposure to English or bilingual status, thus infants have variable exposure to these specific exemplars of spoken words. While the question of whether prior language experience can affect these responses at this very young age is an important one and an interesting avenue for future investigation, this point is very likely to not be relevant for the current work as only 2/48 infants included in the final sample received substantial exposure to a non-English language (defined as 30% exposure). Thus, our sample is highly monolingual with substantial exposure to English. Future work will benefit from investigating these prediction effects with either non-language stimuli, a carefully selected bilingual sample, or visual stimuli.

In summary, these results support the view that young infants are developing expectations about their upcoming sensory input and using these expectations to modulate their neural responses based on whether or not this input meets their expectations. In three separate analyses of the data, we find convergent findings that as infants learn to expect variable input, their neural responses to variable input are attenuated. This is a shift in the typical pattern of repetition suppression where variable input produces a stronger response than repetitive input and suggests that even in young infants, neural responses to repetition and variability cannot be explained by exclusively bottom-up models. Moreover, this work complements previous findings demonstrating infants' sensitivity to visual expectations and predictions in the occipital lobe and extends these findings to auditory stimuli and auditory expectations. Finding broad evidence that young infants are able to use their expectations to modulate responses based on predictions and task-context suggests that they are capable of employing top-down mechanisms to adapt to their experience during development.
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